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ABOUT US

G4S specialises in complex or remote logistics on four continents
including Africa. Drawing on their security expertise and leveraging
their established physical presence in over 100 countries, G4S
coordinates last mile logistics networks across the globe for a wide
range of clients. Our global footprint allows us to deliver and
collect from remote locations around the world.

Backed by the global corporate footprint
and purchasing power of G4S plc, G4S
Risk Management is a leading provider of
risk mitigation, secure support services
and integrated solutions to governments,
international agencies and multinational
corporations, wherever they may operate.

G4S Logistics specialists
G4S International Logistics (G4Si)

G4Si is the global logistics division of
G4S plc, the world's leading security
solutions company. They have decades
of experience managing the complexities
faced by gold and silver mines, precious
metals refineries, physical bullion trading
clients, fine art, diamonds and jewellery
and all manner of customers that
require responsible and secure handling
of valuable goods.
Their three main areas of expertise are:
 Commodities: G4S picks up raw
or processed precious metals from
mine sites across the world, no
matter how remote. They provide
logistics and storage services for
platinum, silver and gold bullion and
ore, platinum group metals, as well
as gold and silver coins and blanks.




Fine Art: Their teams are trained
to anticipate risk and implement
skilful solutions with care and
efficiency. They are in a unique
position to leverage their global G4S
contacts, to ensure the most
efficient and secure transit of art is
available anywhere.
Diamonds and jewellery: They
are leading experts in the transport
of rough and polished diamonds.
Their bespoke jewellery services
include secure pick up from
jewellery districts across the world.







G4S has the ability to deliver and collect from remote
locations around the world, offering partnering options for
road haulage, sea freight, fixed wing and rotary air charter,
motorcycle and on-foot requirements.
This specialist service, by the largest security company in the
world, also features tracking and armoured secure logistics
options, Standard Operating Procedures and supply chainwide risk assessments for each shipment.
The integrated and expansive supply network of local G4S
companies and best-in-class suppliers ensures global
governance and compliance models are applied in all local
legislative environments.

Customised solutions for forward and reverse logistics
include:








Shipments with specialist handling requirements
Last mile logistics in low transport infrastructure
environments
Humanitarian support and conflict vulnerable environments
Compliant
operations
across
multiple
legislative
environments
Tracking and real time in-transit visibility options
End user training in remote and hostile operating
environments
Storage options in G4S secure compounds and vaults.

Risk Management
Our Mission

Our Vision
To become the leading partner of choice for
the provision of broad spectrum risk
management and support services in
complex, low-infrastructure and challenging
environments.

We will design, deliver and execute cost efficient
risk management and support services that enable
our customers to conduct their business safely and
successfully in complex, low-infrastructure and
challenging environments.

Case Study: Our Last Mile Work in Kenya, Africa

Last Mile Specialists
• G4S specialises in last mile logistics networks
for a wide range of clients ensuring timely
deliveries to the final destination. Our
capabilities include:

In Kenya, G4S operates a domestic courier and logistic
business with a network of 146 drop off points,
representing over 80% coverage of the country’s main
commercial centres.
Our last mile logistics service in Kenya has 15,000
employees who:


Transport 70% of Central Bank cash in circulation



Provide armoured vehicles and armed police escort

• Ability to deliver and collect from remote
locations around the world



Form the largest national courier service in more
than 130 locations

• An established network of internal fleet
assets and partner options.



Provide warehousing and inventory management
services



Provide vault storage and document archiving
services



Education Sector – G4S distributes books,
equipment and other learning materials for leading
publishers and suppliers across Kenya. This involves
last mile connections to all schools in the country.



Provision of Medical and Laboratory Supplies G4S distributes medical supplies and equipment
to hospitals, clinics and dispensing chemists
across the country managing more than an
estimated 40% of all in-country (sector)
pharmaceutical distribution.

• Delivery into remote low-infrastructure
locations, including conflict affected areas.
• Supply chain wide Risk Assessment for each
shipment
• Standard Operating Procedures for each
shipment
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